
Victoria Dock Primary School Home Learning Plan 

Year 3 

 

Week Commencing 23rd November 2020  

 

As your child is absent from school at the moment, please read the following information and links 
in order for your child to continue their education until they can return to school. These resources 

are aligned with the teaching taking place in school and wherever possible video links and 
additional instructions are given to help support your child. All completed work should be returned 

to school when your child returns. It will then be looked at by school staff following a quarantine 
period. 

  



 

Lesson 4 
Add a 2-digit and 1-digit number - crossing 10 

https://vimeo.com/459365159  

Lesson 5 
Add 3-digit and 1-digit numbers - crossing 10 

https://vimeo.com/459365558  

Lesson 6 
Subtract a 1-digit number from 2-digits - crossing 10 

https://vimeo.com/461351304  

Lesson 7 
Subtract a 1-digit number from a 3-digit number - crossing 10 

https://vimeo.com/461351796  

Lesson 8  
Add and subtract 3-digit and 2-digit numbers - not crossing 100 

https://vimeo.com/461352494  

 

This week, we are going to consolidate the learning from the isolation weeks. I have attached more examples including reasoning and problem solving. 

  

Year 3 Maths – Online Learning 



 



  



  



  



  



  



  



  



  



  



  



   



 

Writing 
 

This week, we are continuing with our hibernations non-chronological report. 
Day Lesson objective 

 

Sentence Stacking Lesson 1 
Learning Objective: 

To write effective sentences for a nonchronological report on hibernation. 
Steps to Success: 

• Hook Question 
Create a rhetorical question to make the reader imagine a sleep lasting from Winter to Spring.  
Can you imagine snoozing the winter away and only waking up in Spring? Could you imagine having a nap which lasted all the way from 
winter to Spring?  

• Complex sentence ‘when’ 
Refer to the signs of Winter collected on Experience Day 2 and the ‘when’ complex sentences created.  
Collect words for sleep: sleepy, nap, slumber, snooze, fall into a deep sleep, nature retires to its wintry bed.  
Teacher model: When frost begins to glisten on the ground, much of the world seems to go to sleep.  
Begin with ‘when’ a sign of winter happens and describe how the world goes to sleep. 

• Personification 
Refer back to the wintry changes observed and list the things missing: sun, daylight, weather, leaves, plants, animals, flowers. Personify 
them as taking a break: The sun meanders just above the horizon, the flowers re-charge beneath the soil, the leaves lay lounging, the trees 
undress and scatter their leaves on the forest floor, daylight dozes.  
Teacher model: The sun yawns. The night stretches out and some plants tuck themselves beneath the ground. 
Create three descriptions personifying the signs of winter as resting/taking a break.  

 

Sentence Stacking Lesson 2 
Learning Objective: 

To write effective sentences for a non-chronological report on hibernation. 
Steps to Success:  

• Sub-heading  
Collect words for here: has arrived, beckons, calls, has come, has entered the woodland.  
Teacher model: Winter is here. 
Write a short sentence as a sub-heading to say that winter has arrived. 

• Noticing – Negative adjectives  



Refer to Experience Day 2. Recount the signs of winter from the clip or woodland visit. Collect negative adjectives to describe them: frozen 
solid, turned to ice, silent, empty, dead, moss-covered, muffled in snow, encased in frost, hard, hostile.  
Teacher model: The pond is frozen solid, the Oak trees are bare and the Ferns look nervous and huddled. 
Describe three signs of winter in nature using negative adjectives. 

• Repetition 
Collect phrases to describe the disappearance of these creatures: no sign of, gone, no flutter of wings. No snuffle of hedgehogs.  
Teacher model: No butterflies. No dormice. No hedgehogs. 
Create three short sentences describing the disappearance of the hibernating creatures. 

 

Sentence Stacking Lesson 3 
Learning Objective: 

To write effective sentences for a nonchronological report on hibernation. 
Steps to Success: 

• Where sub-heading 
Give pupils a photo of them in the wintry woods with a thought bubble or show the picture of the boy from the story puzzling on page 8. 
Brainstorm questions beginning with ‘where?’ Where might these creatures be? Where have these animals gone?  
Write a question sub-heading asking where the creatures have gone. 

• Conjunction ‘but’ – alliterative descriptions 
Collect modal verbs: might, may, could. Give words for disappeared: died, vanished, perished.  
Show the picture of the dormouse. Collect positive descriptions sorting into alliterative groups: cosy, comfy, comfortable, covered. Secret, safe, secluded, 
secure, shielded, sheltered. Hidden, home, huddled.  
Teacher model: It may seem like these creatures have disappeared, but they are still there: snuggled, sheltered, safe. 
Use a modal verb to describe where the reader might think the animals are then use ‘but’ saying they are still there, writing three positive 
descriptions about what they are doing.  
Adverb 
Give pupils the chance to experiment with the adverbs: purely, merely, just, simply, only.  
Teacher model: They are simply hibernating. 
Write a short sentence using an adverb for just to say the creatures are hibernating. 

 

Sentence Stacking Lesson 4 
Learning Objective: 

To write effective sentences for a nonchronological report on hibernation. 
Steps to Success: 

• Sub-heading 
Create sub-headings for what hibernation is: What is hibernation? Hibernation. The process of hibernation. Is hibernation another word for 
sleeping?  
Teacher model: Hiber-what? 
Create a sub-heading for the information section on what hibernation is. 

• Conjunction ‘but’ 
Collect modal verbs: might, could, may, perhaps.  
• Show the picture of the dormouse sleeping, pg. 10. Explain how it may appear to be sleeping. Use the conjunction ‘but’ to emphasise how 
this behaviour/ process/adaptation is crucial, vital, essential, important, critical. 
Teacher model: You might think hibernating looks a bit like sleeping, but, in fact, it is a vital process.  
Directly address the reader and use a modal verb to say that the creature might look to be sleeping ‘but’ it is more than this. 

• 3 x negative superlatives 



Sort negative comparative and superlative adjectives to describe the harshness of winter - gloomier, gloomiest, danker, dankest, harsher, 
harshest, hunger, hungriest.  
Teacher model: Hibernation helps animals endure the cruellest, coldest and hungriest times. 
Explain that hibernation keeps animals alive through winter/ difficult months using three negative superlatives. 

 

Sentence Stacking Lesson 5 
Learning Objective: 

To write effective sentences for a nonchronological report on hibernation. 
Steps to Success: 

• Time adverbials – generaliser 
Collect time adverbials: every winter, in the winter, during winter, through the winter months, over winter.  
Collect generalisers: the vast majority, many, lots of, most.  
Collect words for struggle: fight, wrestle, grapple, battle.  
Provided sub-heading, ‘Why Hibernate?’  
Teacher model: Each winter, many animals struggle to survive because it is hard to find food. 
Begin with a time adverbial for winter then comma. Use a generaliser to explain many animals find it hard to find food. Choose a powerful 
word for hard. 

• Complex sentence ‘when’ – comparative 
What happens when plants rest/ withdraw/drop their leaves in winter? There are few flowers, fruits, insects, tasty treats, nibbles, morsels.  
Use negative comparatives for winter: danker, harsher, gloomier, frostier.  
Teacher model: When plants shut down for the colder, darker months, there are few flowers, fruits, nuts, leaves and insects for animals to 
feed on. 
Begin with ‘when’ and describe the effects of the plants shutting down on the animals’ food source. Use two negative comparative 
adjectives to describe winter.  

• Complex sentence ‘when’ – negative adjective 
 
Play sounds of wintry weather. Collect descriptions: bitter, hostile, ferocious, savage. Create ‘when’ sentence to describe what happens 
when the weather turns cold, e.g. when it turns bitterly cold,  
Teacher model: When the weather turns hostile and wet it is difficult for them to keep warm. 
Begin with ‘when’ and describe the weather using a negative adjective explaining why this is difficult for animals. 

 



 



 



 



Reading/Phonics 
 

This week we are continuing to read our class book ‘The Firework Maker’s Daughter’.  
 

If you do not have the book, I have attached 2 fiction and 1 non-fiction comprehension with 
questions. 

 
I would also like you to read a book for pleasure. Tell me about the book. For example, a book 

review or a character profile of your favourite character. Maybe you could send me a video of you 
reading on dojo or teams. 

 
 

  



 



 



 



 
 



  



 



 



  



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



  



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



  

 



Other Subjects 
Art - Comparing Volcanic Art 
 
PE/Dance- Keep yourself active indoors… 

Cosmic Kids Yoga 
Joe Wicks PE 
Go Noodle 

 
RE – design and make a diwali lamp.  

   
Jigsaw –  
Explain to the children that witnesses to bullying are often referred to as bystanders. Bystanders could: 

• Help the person being bullied in some way 
• Do nothing and ignore that it’s happening 
• Join in with the bullying 

Ask the children to briefly discuss why they think that some bystanders choose to ignore or join in? 
Recap the Solve it Together technique and go through the steps with the children for the scenario they have 
just discussed. 
 



Look at the scenario card. Can they first decide if it is bullying or not bullying? Can they 
tell? If it isn’t bullying could it become bullying?  

• Is this bullying? 
• Can you tell from the information you have? 
• If you don’t think it is bullying what might change to turn it into 
• bullying?  
• What should we do? 

 

  



  



 



 



Jino 

 


